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• The visual system represents overall statistical
• Statistical summaries may act as a
Repeating statistics over 5 consecutive displays relative to 0-repeats unstable baseline:
properties of ensembles along single dimensions
complementary strategy to limited capacity
(Ariey, 2001)..
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focused
attention
(Alvarez,
2010).
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Search speed/discriminability increased as statistical stability built, speeding correct RTs and
decreasing the number of saccades necessary to find the target.
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A great deal of enthusiasm surrounding studies on ensemrepresentation
Ensemble
ble representations stems from the possibility that there
Individual
are specialized ensemble processing mechanisms which
representation
Individual
are separate from the mechanisms employed to represent
individual objects. However, this idea has spurred some
Image
controversy in the area of research on mean size percepof world
tion,
where modeling
study
has shown
that
it is possible
Mean size
judgment
is more
precise
than
Member
ID to
accurately estimate the mean by sampling a small subset
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of items [54]. In some cases, the average of the set could be
Figure 3. Effect of set size on the fidelity of individual and ensemble
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accurately estimated by strategically sampling as few as
representations. The ensemble Trial
average n:
should
become
more precise as the
Same
context
one or two
items, and estimating
the average
of those
items
number of individual items increases, because the benefits of averaging accrue
• In addition
to anchoring
perception
to salient
targets
with each Target
additional item averaged (with diminishing returns, of course). However,
alone [54]. Consistent with this subset sampling hypotheacross saccades (e.g., Irwin, 1992; Melcher & Colby, 2008), the visual
if the precision with which individual items can be represented decreases with set
sis, the accuracy of the mean estimate is typically constant
size, as depicted
Trialhere,
n-1it is possible for this decrease to perfectly offset the benefits
system
can
capitalize
on
statistical
regularities
to
create
as the number of items in the set increases beyond four
of averaging so that the precision of the average remains constant with set size.
and maintain
perceptual
items [18,55,56],
whereasstability.
the benefits of averaging should
accrue as more items are averaged together. This would be
expected
if observers
were
samplingare
just detected
a subset of faster
the
increase in noise that occurs as the number of items
• Targets
in learned
spatial
contexts
items.
increases.
(Chun & Jiang,
1998).
However, there are several reasons to believe that
observers are not strategically subsampling when they
Do all items contribute to the mean equally?
• Contextual
cueing
is
even
observed
in
patients’
compute the mean. In the case of crowded items, observers
There is already some evidence that not all items contribneglected
(Saevarsson,
et al., 2007)
.
simplyhemifield
cannot sample
individual
items,
thus it is unlikely
ute equally to the mean [58]. Intuitively, if some measures
that judgments for crowded displays [21] reflect a samare very unreliable, and other measures are very reliable,
Trialreliable
n: Different
context
pling strategy. When items are not crowded, it has Fig.
been
we should give the more
measures
more weight
1. Stimuli for experiments 1 and 3. There were two possible contexts on any given trial (trial N), either the same context as on the last trial (trial N − 1) or a
different context. The two possible contexts were red disks and green donuts, or blue disks and green donuts.
shown that intermixing conditions that would require
when combining these measurements. In general, computDoes
statistical
stability
speed/discriminability
andaverage
ease of
visual
search?
the right side and all 30
targetsa
on the
left side, while patient
N2 omitted no in
is defined
by whethermore
the distractor sets
were the same, partially
same or different
different
sampling
strategiesaffect
does notthe
impair
performance
ing
weighted
which
reliable
estimates
letters on the right side but 7 of 30 letters on the left side. In figure copying
from the last trial (see Figs. 1 and 2).
(Gainotti, D’Erme, Monteleone,
& Silvery, 1986)
and line cancellation
(Albert,
Observersminimize
searched for a green disk
and indicated
by key press
whether
they
on mean size estimation [57], suggesting that subjects
are
given
greater
weight
will
the
error
in
esti1973) tasks, patient N1 missed the left side of figure copying but performed
thought that the green disk was present on the screen or not. The target differed in
line cancellation without omissions while patient N2 performed figure copying
the particular combination of color and shape from the rest of the stimuli on the
either are not using a strategic
sampling
strategy or
can
mates
of
the
mean.
To
illustrate
this point, Figure 4 shows
“Is the target
(orientation
singleton)
tilted
left
or
right?”
and line cancellation more or less without errors. Patient N3 showed a 16 mm
screen (this is in other words a variation of the well known conjunction search
right deviation on an 18 mm bisection task and patient N4 showed a 60 mm right
task, since the target was only defined by being unique on two features and
instantly deploy a new strategy based on some property
of
the
results
of
a
simulation
in which the mean size of eight
deviation for a 140 mm line. On letter cancellation tasks patient N3 omitted 15
shared a feature with each distractor set). The two possible distractor sets were
of 30 targets on the right side and 25 targets on the left side, while patient
red disks and green donuts, and blue disks and green donuts (see Figs. 1 and 2).
the display. This latter possibility is unlikely, givenout
that
items
was
estimated.
Half
of the individual item sizes were
N4 omitted 14 letters on the right side and all 30 letters on the left side. In figure
The diameter of the discs and donuts was 1.3 arc degree. On any given trial
and line cancellation tasks, patient N3 missed some objects on the left
48 items (a target and 47 distractors on target trials or 48 distractors on the
the displays in [57] were only presented for 200 ms.copying
One
estimated
with
high
precision
(low variance), whereas the
side during figure copying but performed line cancellation without omissions.
blank trials) appeared on the screen. The target was present on 60% of the
N4 missed all objects on the left side in figure copying and missed all
trials (30% on left and 30% on right). In an attempt to increase the distinction
study on perceiving the average facial expressionPatient
has
other
half
were
estimated
with
precision
(high
targets on the left side but none on the right side on a line cancellation task. In
separated stimuli on the
left and rightvariof fixation
between
hemifieldslow
a 4.5 gap
sum, all the patients showed clear signs of hemispatial neglect and had intact
(as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2).
shown that observers discount outliers when computing
ance).
The
individual
measurements
then
averaged
visual fields.
A small fixation cross waswere
present at the
center of the
screen throughout.
In experiments 1 and 2 two male control observers (C1 and C2) participated
The locations of the distractors and target (if present) were determined comthe average, but a sampling strategy would show a large
using
the
standard
equal-weight
average
orTheusing
a preciwhile in experiment 3 two female controls (C3 and C4) participated. The conpletely randomly from
one trial to the next.
intertrial interval
for all three
trol observers were approximately matched in age to the four patients. Control
experiments was 1200 to 1700 ms.
effect of outliers [58]. Moreover, the accuracy of centroid
sion-weighted
average
in
which each individual measureparticipants C1 and C2 were both 53 years old. Control participant C3 was 51
years old and control participant C4 was 65. All controls were neurologically
2.3. Apparatus
estimates suggests that ‘all’ of the items must be averaged
ment
was
weighted
proportional
to its precision. A total of
healthy and had no history of visual neglect or related problems.
An Apple G3 laptop with a 14 in. LCD screen was used to run the experito compute the centroid with the level of precision2.2. ob1000
trials
were
simulated,
and for each trial error was
mental tasks. Participants responded by keypress on an external keypad where
Stimuli
two response buttons (“4” and “6”) were colored green for target trials and white
measured
as
the
difference
between
sizeat
served, requiring the representation of a minimum of eight
for non-target
trials. Viewingthe
distanceactual
was kept as closemean
to 67 cm as possible,
Three different versions of a visual search task were used in the three experwhich the area on the screen that stimuli could appear within subtended 17 arc
iments. In experiment and
1 and 2 thethe
visual search
array was present onmean
the screen size.
individual items [23].
estimated
The error
distributions
degree (horizontally)
by 14 arc degree
(vertically). The experimentalshow
tasks were
until response, so that the main dependent measure was response time. In experall prepared in the C programming language using the Vision Shell function
3 the display was presented for 400 ms followed by a mask, and the
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that
error
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lower
for
the(Comtois,
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average
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2003).
dependent measure was in this case accuracy. The mask was a field of random
Display1
Display 2
Displays 3 to 4-7
Display 1
dots, either green, red or blue. The size of each dot in the random dot array was
that the precision of mean size estimation is constant13with
than for the standard, equal-weighted
average.
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repetition, one in which context across the whole visual field was repeated or
Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and as accurately as posnot (experiment 1 and 3), and a second where context was repeated on the left
sible by pressing the green button if they found the green target stimulus or
mystery. One possibility is that the benefits of averaging
or on the right or in both hemifields (so that overall context was repeated) or the
the white button if no unique target was present on the screen. The participants
whole context was different from the last trial (experiment 2). Context repetition
were also told to maintain
fixation on the cross. In experiment 3, the patients
Equal-Weighted
average
accrue quickly, and that one would predict a steep improveMean size
remains
constant…
builds …
Mean size changes
ment in the precision
of mean
estimation
from one toStability
four
items, with a leveling off beyond four items [58]. Another
possibility
is thatlocation
the precision
with trial/no
which each
individual
• Target
in random
on each
repeated
spatial relationship with background
context
Error
item is represented decreases as the number of items
increases, because each item receives less attention
Precision-Weighted average
[42,44] and/or because items are more crowded and appear
further in the periphery on average. If this were the case,
then the benefits from averaging additional items would be
Melcheroffset
Active
by the decrease in precision with which the individError
ual
items
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represented,
as
illustrated
in
Figure
3.
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account predicts that the slope of the function relating the
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Building statistical stability also increased ease of search, decreasing SRT & fixation duration.

• Building statistical stability facilitates visual search even when there’s no predictable spatial
relationship between the target and the background (“Statistical contextual cueing”).
Paper under review – Sign the sheet for a pre/reprint

• A similar benefit of building statistical stability in neglect patients suggests that statistical stability
facilitates search for targets in regions where focal attentional resources are absent/severely
compromised (Lanzoni, Melcher, Miceli, & Corbett, under review).
• SSVEP frequency tagging (SSVEP amplitudes as index of stimulus-directed attention): Building
statistical stability decreased SSVEP amplitudes for both a central target Gabor (8.34 Hz) and
background Gabors (12.5 Hz), suggesting that building stability reduces attention needed for processing
target and background.
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